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Abstract
Positive user experience of mobile apps demands they not
only launch fast and run fluidly, but are also small in order
to reduce network bandwidth from regular updates. Con-
ventional optimizations often trade off size regressions for
performance wins, making them impractical in the mobile
space. Indeed, profile-guided optimization (PGO) is successful
in server workloads, but is not effective at reducing size and
page faults for mobile apps. Also, profiles must be collected
from instrumenting builds that are up to 2𝑋 larger, so they
cannot run normally on real mobile devices.
In this paper, we first introduce Machine IR Profile (MIP),

a lightweight instrumentation that runs at the machine IR
level. Unlike the existing LLVM IR instrumentation coun-
terpart, MIP withholds static metadata from the instrument-
ing binaries leading to a 2/3 reduction in size overhead. In
addition, MIP collects profile data that is more relevant to
optimizations in the mobile space. Then we propose three
improvements to the LLVM machine outliner: (i) the global
outliner overcomes the local scope of the machine outliner
when using ThinLTO, (ii) the frame outliner effectively out-
lines irregular prologues and epilogues, and (iii) the custom
outliner outlines frequent patterns occurring in Objective-
C and Swift. Lastly, we present our PGO that orders hot
start-up functions to minimize page faults, and controls the
size optimization level (-Os vs -Oz) for functions based on
their estimated execution time driven from MIP. We also
order cold functions based on similarity to minimize the
compressed app size.
Our work improves both the size and performance of

real-world mobile apps when compared to the MinSize (-
Oz) optimization level: (i) in SocialApp, we reduced the
compressed app size by 5.2%, the uncompressed app size by
9.6% and the page faults by 20.6%, and (ii) in ChatApp, we
reduced them by 2.4%, 4.6% and 36.4%, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Mobile app size grows rapidly as new features are constantly
added to meet user’s needs. This growth conflicts with the
need to minimize the network bandwidth from regular app
updates, the size limitations imposed by app stores, and the
limited available disk space on user’s devices. The initial app
startup time and the smoothness of interactions impacts user
experience and directly correlates to user retention and thus
affects business revenue. Mobile apps are mostly IO-bound
because of interactions with various peripherals during the
lifetime of the app, so there is less need to optimize for
performance and they are generally optimized for size [4,
14]. Nonetheless, the performance of start-up and a few key
scenarios are critical for mobile apps’ success. For instance,
ChatApp must launch chat threads quickly and minimize
the latency of sending and receiving messages in real-time.
Profile-guided optimization (PGO) is beneficial for long

running applications like server workloads for speed op-
timization by improving CPU and cache performance us-
ing function inlining, loop optimization, and block ordering.
Applying traditional PGO in the same way poses several
challenges to both instrumentation and optimization in the
mobile space.
Instrumentation typically injects probes for control-flow

edges and indirect call-targets and also injects associated
metadata such as function names and probe layouts. The total
instrumenting binary size is up to 2𝑋 the original size, which
is too big and slow to distribute and run on a large number of
representative end-user mobile devices. Sample-based PGO
[5, 23] using hardware sample counters provided by modern
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hardware can eliminate the need for instrumentation, but
mobile platforms may not allow access to such hardware
samples in user processes for security reasons. It is also
impractical to store large volumes of sample data in the
limited backing store on a mobile device or to send it over the
network because of concerns about bandwidth and battery
power.
The machine code characteristics and optimization ob-

jectives for mobile apps–and for iOS in particular–are dras-
tically different from traditional server workloads. Table 1
presents the number of blocks per function in each percentile,
and shows that functions in mobile apps have few blocks.
For example, in SocialApp (which will be evaluated in Sec-
tion 5), 75% of functions have only 3 blocks. Function inlining
usually increases function basic block count, but in the mo-
bile space inlining is constrained because (i) mobile apps
are optimized for size and (ii) calls are mostly dynamically
dispatched in Objective-C. Furthermore, Objective-C and
Swift use many helper calls to support automatic reference
counting (ARC) [12, 33]. From our measurements, 25% of the
instructions in our mobile apps are call instructions (bl in
the AArch64 architecture [1]), compared to only 4.5% in a
speed optimized (-O3) Clang binary.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that

efficiently applies a whole PGO pipeline to real-world na-
tive mobile apps and achieves better size and performance
characteristics than -Oz optimization. We improved the com-
pressed app size by 5.2%, the uncompressed size by 9.6%
and the start-up performance by 20.6% for SocialApp, and
improved them by 2.4%, 4.6% and 36.4%, respectively, for
ChatApp. In particular, this paper makes the following con-
tributions:

1. We propose a new lightweight instrumentation (MIP)
[10] that is critical for mobile apps.

2. We describe three outliners on top of the existing
LLVM machine outliner [24]: the global outliner [19],
the frame outliner [18], and the custom outliner.

3. We describe how we apply PGO profiles for mobile
apps:
• We order functions to improve performance and
compressed binary size.
• We assign the best optimization level, e.g., OptSize
(-Os), to each function individually.

4. In addition to evaluating the above techniques with
two real-world mobile apps, SocialApp and ChatApp,
we extensively compare performance, size, build-time,
and compression rate with an open-source compiler,
Clang.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
proposes MIP instrumentation. Section 3 describes our ag-
gressive outlining techniques. Section 4 describes our op-
timization strategies with regard to hot or cold function

Table 1. Block count per function in percentile.

App p50 p75 p95 p99

SocialApp 1 3 11 29
ChatApp 3 6 24 70
Clang (-Oz) 3 6 23 92
Clang (-O3) 12 30 136 600

ordering, and profile-driven size optimization settings. Sec-
tion 5 presents our evaluation. Section 6 discusses related
work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Instrumentation
In this section we introduce MIP [10], a novel lightweight
instrumentation at the machine IR level. MIP is specially
designed to collect profile data used to effectively optimize
for the metrics we care about in the mobile space while also
achieving low size and runtime overhead of instrumenting
binaries. Since MIP produces small instrumenting binaries,
we are able to run and collect profiles in a production envi-
ronment with little noticeable impact to performance. We
have developed an automatic pipeline that generates and
commits optimization profiles to our source code reposi-
tory by regularly running MIP instrumenting builds on real
devices to collect profile data.

In MIP instrumenting builds, we inject probe instructions
in machine IR rather than LLVM IR instrumentation (IRPGO)
which injects them at the LLVM IR level. This is a tradeoff
we chose based on the optimizations we use the profiles for.
Function ordering and machine outlining are late optimiza-
tion passes that run close to machine IR where our profiles
are collected. This is in contrast to IRPGOwhich instruments
LLVM IR to aid function inlining early in optimization. We
record instrumented machine function and machine basic
block addresses in our profiles so that if debug information is
available we can infer source-level profiles from our machine
profiles.
MIP has several different modes for which profile data is

collected to trade off profile quality for instrumentation over-
head. Those modes are: function entry timestamps, function
entry call counts, basic block coverage, and return address
sampling from callees. Function entry timestamps pro-
vide information about which functions are on the startup
path of the binary. When a function is called for the first
time, we record and increment a global timestamp which is
used to order functions by their initial call time.
Function entry call counts simply record how many

times a function is called. This statistic is also collected in
prior instrumentations such as IRPGO to provide insight on
which functions are critical for performance.

MIP does not collect execution counts on the full control
flow graph (CFG). Instead, MIP collects boolean coverage
data for each basic block. As described in Section 1, our
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binaries tend to have simple CFGs and are IO-bound so the
usual block optimizations based on execution counts are
unnecessary. In the mobile space, we use block coverage
to aid outlining decisions, e.g., uncovered blocks will be
outlined to reduce binary size.
The last mode is return address sampling which adds

probes to callees to record their call-sites. This is different
from value profiling in IRPGO which probes call-sites to
record their callees, but the resulting profile is similar. At
each function entry, we save the current return address value
(the LR register on AArch64 [1]) to a static global buffer
whose size is specified by a compiler flag. To avoid excess
memory usage, we only collect a random sample of these
values. We use this buffer of return address values to in-
fer edge frequencies between call-sites and callees and con-
struct a dynamic call graph, that is a call graph that includes
dynamically dispatched calls. Functions like Objective-C’s
𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 [13] compute callees at runtime and cannot
be tracked by value profiling in IRPGO, but they are tracked
by MIP. We use the dynamic call graph to infer relative ex-
ecution frequencies of basic blocks that contain call-sites
using the execution frequencies of their callees. It can also
be used to improve function order for runtime performance
[22] by ensuring functions that are frequently called together
are spatially close in the binary.
The low size overhead of MIP’s instrumenting binaries

is mainly due to its extractable static metadata. We must
track some metadata for the functions we instrument such
as function names, function pointers, and profile data point-
ers, but they are not needed at runtime. The compiler emits
this metadata to object files that are linked normally, but
the metadata is fully extracted from the final binary. We
took special care to ensure extraction works on both ELF
and Mach-O binary formats by using PC-relative relocations
to encode function and probe data addresses and by avoid-
ing dynamic relocations so those values are computed at
build-time. Since MIP dumps unstructured raw profile data
from instrumenting builds at runtime, we need the extracted
metadata to read and produce an optimization profile for the
compiler to consume.
At our company, we have an automated process to con-

tinuously generate updated profiles and consume them in
our production builds, shown in Figure 1. We continuously
build instrumenting builds that, when run on devices, auto-
matically upload raw profile data to our servers when the
app enters the background. We have a rack of devices that
continuously exercise the instrumenting build to produce
enough raw profiles to provide good coverage. At regular
intervals, those raw profiles are post-processed to produce a
single optimization profile that is committed to our repos-
itory to be consumed by the compiler for our production
builds.

Figure 1. Overview of profile generation and consumption.

3 Outliner
Outlining reduces code size by replacing repeated sequences
of instructions with function calls. Similar to outlining tech-
niques [15, 27–29] at the LLVM IR level, LLVM also features
a machine outliner [24] towards the end of compilation. As
discussed in Chabbi et al. [3], outlining at the machine IR
level in LLVM saves code size more effectively in mobile
apps because straight-line short code sequences are heavily
repetitive, which are often exposed only after the high-level
IR is lowered. Yet, it leaves a lot of outlining potentials since
the LLVM machine outliner runs within a single module
and only finds syntactically matched sequences. This sec-
tion will describe our novel approaches with three additional
outliners at the machine IR level – a global outliner [19] in
Section 3.1, a frame outliner [18] in Section 3.2, and a custom
outliner in Section 3.3.

3.1 Global Outliner
The LLVM machine outliner operates on a single module
at a time. When optimizing with regular (full) link-time
optimization (LTO), all modules are merged into a single
module, and thus the machine outliner effectively operates
at a global level. However, when using the more scalable
ThinLTO [16] approach, repeated instruction sequences that
appear in different modules may not get outlined due to the
local scope of ThinLTO.
We develop a new approach to address these shortcom-

ings; we run machine-level code generation (but not IR-level
optimizations) twice. The purpose of the first time is purely
to gather statistics on outlining opportunities. The results
of all individual modules are combined into a global sum-
mary. The combined knowledge is applied during machine
outlining the second time.
During the first run, for each beneficial outlined instruc-

tion sequence within a module, we compute a stable hash
sequence whose value is meaningful across modules. The
stable hash sequence is combined with each module compila-
tion. At the second round, the combined set of stable hashes
is queried to determine whether an instruction sequence
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1 OUTLINED_FUNC1 :
2 mov x0 ,x1 // Y
3 lsl x0 ,x0 ,#7 // B
4 add x0 ,x8 ,#77 // U
5 ret

1 OUTLINED_FUNC2 :
2 mov x0 ,x1 // Y
3 lsl x0 ,x0 ,#7 // B
4 add x0 ,x8 ,#33 // Q
5 ret

Figure 2. For each instruction of functions outlined within a
module, a stable hash Y, B, U, or Q is derived. A path labeled
with hashes is added to the prefix tree for each outlined
instruction sequence, ending in a terminal node. Later, during
the second run, other instruction sequences can be efficiently
matched against the tree.

should be optimistically outlined even if the outlining would
not be beneficial within the particular module. To guaran-
tee the correctness of this optimistic approach using stable
hashes, each outlined function is uniquely named so that
outlined functions with identical instruction sequences will
have different names. To address this duplication, we enable
the link-once One Definition Rule (ODR) to let the linker
deduplicate those outlined functions.
When computing stable hashes, we do not incorporate

hashes of pointers, but instead expand data structures be-
fore hashing. In this way, the hashes are independent of
the non-deterministic placements of data structures in mem-
ory, making hashes meaningful across modules, enabling
hash comparisons even in the face of a distributed execution
model, and making the hashes serializable.

To enable an efficient representation of large numbers of
instruction sequence hashes, and to enable efficient queries,
we introduce a new data structure: a global prefix tree of
stable instruction hashes; see Figure 2 for an illustration.
For every beneficially outlined instruction sequence during
the first run, there is a corresponding path through the tree.
Nodes along the path are marked with the respective instruc-
tion hashes and the final node is marked as terminal. (This
is different from the suffix tree that the machine outliner
[24] normally uses to determine instruction sequences that
occur at least twice.) This tree is built during the first run,
inserting a path of instruction hashes for each sequence that
is beneficial within a module. The tree is then queried during
the second run.
Algorithm 1 iterates over all instruction sequences and

computes their hashes. If a sequence of hashes makes a path
on the global prefix tree from root to terminal node, then
we know there could be another module that outlines the
corresponding instruction sequence and so it optimistically
becomes a global outlining candidate. While the theoretical

Algorithm 1 Get a vector 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 of instruction sequences
(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥, 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥) in the global prefix tree.
1: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 ← []
2: for 𝐼 = 0 . . . 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 1 do
3: 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒.𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡

4: for 𝐽 = 𝐼 . . . 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 1 do
5: 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 (𝐽 )
6: 𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ ← 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒_ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡)
7: 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ, 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒)
8: if 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 == 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 then
9: break
10: else if 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 then
11: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 .𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ({𝐼 , 𝐽 })
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

runtime of the algorithm is 𝑂 (𝑛2), in practice it is much
more efficient. In our experiments with SocialApp, each
instruction needs on average 2.5 comparisons to determine if
it starts an outlined instruction sequence. Because of this, the
average runtime is nearly linear in the number of instructions
per ThinLTO module.
Fortunately, the time spent in code generation does not

tend to dominate the overall build time, and so our approach
to run code generation twice incurs an acceptable cost in
practice, which will be presented in Section 5.4.

3.2 Frame Outliner
1 stp x22 ,x11 ,[sp ,# -48]!
2 stp x20 ,x19 ,[sp ,#16]
3 stp x29 ,lr ,[sp ,#32]

Listing 1. Original Prolog.
(16 K instances in 1M in-
structions for SocialApp).

1 stp x29 ,lr ,[sp ,# -16]!
2 bl OUTLINED_PROLOG

1 OUTLINED_PROLOG :
2 stp x22 ,x11 ,[sp ,# -32]!
3 stp x20 ,x19 ,[sp ,#16]
4 ret

Listing 2. Outlined Prolog

1 ldp x29 ,lr ,[sp ,#32]
2 ldp x20 ,x19 ,[sp ,#16]
3 ldp x22 ,x11 ,[ sp ] ,#48

Listing 3. Original Epilog.
(15 K instances in 1M in-
structions for SocialApp).

1 bl OUTLINED_EPILOG

1 OUTLINED_EPILOG :
2 mov x16 ,lr
3 ldp x29 ,lr ,[sp ,#32]
4 ldp x20 ,x19 ,[sp ,#16]
5 ldp x22 ,x11 ,[ sp ] ,#48
6 ret x16

Listing 4. Outlined Epilog
Our frame outliner runs during frame lowering, eagerly

injecting calls to the outlined functions that set up or destroy
the stack frame. Functions often start with a prologue that
saves callee-saved registers (CSR) – e.g, x19 thru x29 in
AArch64 [1] – into the stack frame. Likewise, functions often
end with an epilogue that restores CSR from the stack frame.
The current frame lowering optimizes these code sequences
by combining stack adjustments, often resulting in irregular
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sequences of memory operations that are not fully outlined
by the LLVMmachine outliner. Furthermore, any instruction
operating with the link register (LR or x30) is conservatively
not outlined due to its special semantic that stores the return
address on a function call.
Listing 1 - 4 show how the frame outliner outlines a pair

of prologue and epilogue, respectively. Unlike the prologue
which needs to store the LR value at the prologue call-site,
the epilogue can be completely outlined, even restoring LR
by using the scratch register x16 to stash the current return
address. Note the stack unwind code (not shown in the above
Listings) is still in place at each prologue call-site to preserve
debuggability.

3.3 Custom Outliner
Objective-C and Swift use many helper calls to support ARC
[12, 33]. These helper calls often have highly repetitive in-
structions for setting up and passing arguments. However,
they are often shuffled (or scheduled) with different allocated
registers causing irregular sequences of instructions that are
not outlined by the LLVM machine outliner.
Our custom outliner matches these semantically equiv-

alent sequences of instructions and eagerly replaces them
with function calls. This outliner pass is placed before the
machine outliner, making the remaining instructions more
regular and thus more efficiently outlined by the machine
outliner that follows.

We built a simple register tracker within each basic block
to match the code sequences specified by patterns. The pat-
terns are created based on our binary inspection and reg-
istered to the outliner. We do this approach because our
outlining is highly customized to take advantage of AArch64
machine instructions, which is hard to generalize. Adding
new patterns to the outliner is fairly straightforward by spec-
ifying register dependencies between instructions and their
lowering to the outlined function.

1 or x0 ,xzr ,x19
2 ...
3 bl objc_release

Listing 5. Original Release.
(42 K instances in 1M in-
structions for SocialApp).

1 bl OUTLINED_RELEASE

1 OUTLINED_RELEASE :
2 or x0 ,xzr ,x19
3 b objc_release

Listing 6. Outlined Release

Listing 5 and 6 show a pattern for release operations
which has dependency on x0 (the first argument) ending
with 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 . This simple pattern can be also exploited
by the existing machine outliner but only when the instruc-
tions are consecutive in order. Rather, our custom outliner
detects this sequence even if the argument set-up and the
release call are scheduled and thus apart.

1 bl objc_msgSend
2 mov x29 ,x29
3 ...
4 bl objc_retAutoRelRet

Listing 7. Original Marker.
(25 K instances in 1M in-
structions for SocialApp).

1 bl OUTLINED_MARKER

1 OUTLINED_MARKER :
2 stp x29 ,lr ,[sp ,# -16]!
3 mov x29 ,sp
4 bl objc_msgSend
5 mov x29 ,x29
6 bl objc_retAutoRelRet
7 ldp x29 ,lr ,[ sp ] ,#16
8 ret

Listing 8. Outlined Marker
In ARC, there is a common pattern where the caller and

callee cooperate to keep the returned object out of the au-
torelease pool [31]. An 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 at the
callee examines a marker (e.g., mov x29,x29 in AArch64)
immediately following the call-site, which hints that an
𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 will follow. If so, us-
ing thread-local storage, these calls cooperate to effectively
skip a pair of releases at the callee and retain at the caller.
Listing 7 and 8 show a pattern for an 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 call-

site. The custom outliner checks the dependency of the
return value (x0) for 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 to the first argument
of 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (as a shorten form,
𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑡𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑡 in the Listings). Note the outlined code
purposely creates a stack frame to preserve the original de-
bugging behavior, which is critical in production for crash
symbolication. The additional outlined function frame can
be easily muted in our visualization tool as needed.

1 adrp x8 , SelRef
2 ldr x1 ,[x8 , SelRef ]
3 ...
4 bl objc_msgSend

Listing 9. Original SelRef.
(19 K instances in 1M in-
structions for SocialApp).

1 bl OUTLINED_SELREF
2 .word SelRef - SecStart

1 OUTLINED_SELREF :
2 adrp x8 , SecStart
3 add x8 ,x8 , SecStart
4 ldr x1 ,[ lr ] ,#4
5 ldr x1 ,[x8 ,x1]
6 b objc_msgSend

Listing 10. Outlined SelRef
Accessing a global variable using AArch64 instructions

needs at least two instructions by computing a page address
(e.g., adrp) followed by a load or store with the page offset.
𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 is the most frequently used call in Objective-
C. The second argument (x1 in AArch64) points to the selec-
tor’s name [13] while the user arguments follow it.
Listing 9 and 10 show an outlining sequence that sets

x1 and calls 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 . The outliner encodes the 4 byte
offset relative to the start of __𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑟𝑒 𝑓 𝑠 section imme-
diately following the function call. The outlined function
computes x1 by reading the custom offset at the call-site
and then tail-calls 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑐_𝑚𝑠𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 . Note the link register (LR)
value is increased by 4 byte (1 instruction) so that the en-
coded custom offset can be skipped when returning. Similar
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Figure 3.Hot function ordering with MIP profile data which
has function timestamp and block coverage. After ordering,
all hot code is grouped into a single page.

logic can be applied to any other global access like class
references in the first argument of a static method call.

4 Optimization
Section 4.1 first shows how we order hot functions to mini-
mize page faults. Then Section 4.2 covers how to control the
level of size optimizations to maintain key performance sce-
narios. Lastly, Section 4.3 presents our cold function ordering
to optimize the compressed binary size.

4.1 Hot Function Ordering
Function and block ordering [21, 22] for server workloads
has been heavily studied, which mainly optimize TLB or
cache performance during steady state. In mobile apps, start-
up performance is critical, which is impacted by page faults
[6].

Figure 3 illustrates how we order hot functions with pro-
files collected using MIP described in Section 2. Initially,
functions are laid out in source order and may span multiple
pages. If 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐3 and 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐1 are executed in order, MIP records
the timestamps, 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐3(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 : 1) and 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐1(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 : 2), in
the profile. Also, block coverage info is collected and cov-
ered blocks are colored in orange. We can infer function
coverage for outlined functions using the coverage of the
blocks that call them. Note outlining happens only within a
block in LLVM. The same approach can be applied to func-
tions without instrumentation like those written in assem-
bly or in 3rd party libraries. The covered outlined function,
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝐴, is now placed next to its caller, 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐3, in a
greedy way.
Using the dynamic call graph described in Section 2, we

have tried a few different ordering policies for non start-up
functions used for server workloads. However, the impact
was hardly measurable because the mobile apps we tested do
not have long-running scenarios while they do have many IO

Figure 4. Functions are sorted by the estimated execution
time in decreasing order. Two parameters, HotSize and Cold-
Time, control the optimization goal.

operations. Nonetheless, it may be worth studying function
ordering for mobile AR/VR and AI workloads that may be
computationally bound.

4.2 Optimization Goal
Although mobile apps typically do not have long-running
scenarios that are computationally bound, there is a set of
performance criteria related to user experience. For instance,
ChatApp cares about latency in chat thread navigation and
handling chat messages. Aggressively outlining under -Oz
optimization may hurt these important scenarios.
To address this performance issue, we rank functions in

hotness order and apply different sets of size-optimizations
and control outlining. Using return address sampling (de-
scribed in Section 2), we can infer the execution frequencies
of call-sites statistically. The block execution frequencies can
be computed from the maximum of these call-site frequen-
cies within the block. The total execution time of a function
is computed by accumulating the estimated block frequency
times the block instruction size.

We sort the functions based on their total execution time
estimated above in decreasing order. As shown in Figure 4,
we define two knobs, HotSize and ColdTime: (i) HotSize de-
termines the percentage of the top hot functions’ size, which
will be compiled with OptSize (-Os) rather thanMinSize (-Oz).
Intuitively, this considers the size budget for speed optimiza-
tions. (ii) ColdTime determines the percentage of the top
cold functions’ execution time, which will gate outliners.
Intuitively, this considers the execution time budget for size
optimizations with aggressive outlining. Note these two are
independent controls and their order can be different.

Figure 5 plots total execution time in percentile as a func-
tion of total size when the functions are ranked in the hot
order as described above, for ChatApp. Empirically, we chose
the 5% HotSize and 5% ColdTime cutoffs to address any per-
formance issues ChatApp cares about with only 0.5% size
cost – Section 5.3 and 5.4 will have details.

4.3 Cold Function Ordering
While PGO has been traditionally used to optimize hot code,
cold code was largely ignored. For mobile apps, not only the
size of the binary on disk matters, but also the size of the com-
pressed app package distributed by app stores. The amount
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Figure 5. Total (estimated) execution time in percentile as
a function of total size when the functions are ordered by
execution time in ChatApp. The red (dashed) line shows a
5% HotSize cutoff which covers 87% of total execution time.
The blue (crossed) line shows 5% ColdTime cutoff at 95% of
total execution time which falls into 8% of total size.

of bandwidth used by the initial distribution of the app, and
possibly weekly updates, is defined by this compressed size.

In a way similar to how outlining identifies repeated pat-
terns in the application binary, common compression algo-
rithms such as ZIP [30] or LZFSE [11] also identify repeating
sequences and represent them in more compact ways. While
the machine outliner has to operate at the granularity of
whole instructions and has to respect calling conventions,
general compression algorithms typically find patterns at
the byte-level, and they have more freedom to efficiently
represent repetitions. They typically substitute repeating
sequences with pointers to the previous occurrence. The
shorter the distances for those repeating sequences, the
higher the compression ratio will be.

We developed a function orderer that orders cold functions
based on similarity in a way that allows compression algo-
rithms to take advantage of repeating patterns even if they
could not be leveraged by the machine outliner. A similar
idea has been already explored before in Redex, a bytecode
optimizer [7].
Similar to the stable hashes that we introduced in the

context of the global outliner, we again use stable hashes
to encode machine instructions. Unlike the global outliner
that considers the outlining hash sequence, this time each
function is simply mapped to a set of unique stable hashes
– we do not consider the order of stable hashes. By default,
functions happen to be ordered by their indices in source
order. Our approach implements an eager algorithm as fol-
lows, we select cold functions incrementally to produce a
similarity order.
We start with the cold function with the smallest index.

In every incremental step, we select the next remaining cold

function with the highest similarity score, computed by cred-
iting the number of shared hashes while penalizing that of
missing hashes and that of additional hashes against the
prior function. Finally, the similarity order for cold functions
is concatenated with the order for hot functions found in
Section 4.1. These function orders are passed to the linker
that enforces them.
In this way, we achieve an overall smaller compressed

binary for faster downloads while retaining faster startup
and higher performant application behavior.

5 Evaluation
Section 5.1 first introduces our benchmarks and environ-
ments. Section 5.2 shows our instrumentation overhead com-
pared to IRPGO. Then Section 5.3 presents the size and perfor-
mance for mobile apps as we incrementally add our outliners
and PGOs. Lastly, Section 5.4 discusses trade-offs PGO can
make.

5.1 Benchmarks
We evaluated our approach on two major iOS apps being de-
veloped at our company and an open-source compiler Clang,
using the 12.0 release; see Table 2. SocialApp is one of the
largest non-gaming mobile apps with dozens of dynamically
loaded libraries (dylibs) whose total size, including assets, is
over 250MB. This app is written using a mix of Objective-C
and Swift. We built this app with ThinLTO because of build
scalability concerns. ChatApp is a medium sized mobile app
with a mix of Objective-C and C++ whose total size is over
50MB. This app was built with LTO to maximize perfor-
mance at the cost of the build time. Clang targets AArch64
like the other two mobile apps. In particular, we built the
libLTO dylib with ThinLTO, called from the linker (LD), that
natively builds another libLTO with ThinLTO as a bench-
mark. In this Section 5, the baseline was built with -Oz unless
specified otherwise. The saving or reduction value in Figure
or Table is calculated by 1 minus the ratio of each case over
the baseline. The higher is the better and negative values
indicate a regression.

Table 2. Statistics of Applications used for Evaluation.

App Total Prof. Language LTO OS
Func. Func. Mode

SocialApp 866 K 174 K Obj-C/Swift Thin iOS
ChatApp 202 K 31K Obj-C/C++ Full iOS
Clang 42 K 10K C/C++ Thin MacOS

The benchmarks were cross-built on a MacOS with 18-
Core Intel Xeon 2.3GHz having 128GB memory. Experi-
ments for the two iOS apps were performed on iPhone8.
Clang was experimented on Apple M1.
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Table 3. Instrumenting binary size overhead. IRPGO is built
with -fprofile-generate [32]. The overhead is calculated by
the ratio of each case over the baseline size minus 1.

App IRPGO MIP

SocialApp 72.4% 21.2%
ChatApp 109.4% 35.5%
Clang 117.6% 41.5%

Figure 6. Instrumented binary size overhead breakdown
for Clang. MIP extracts static data (metadata) for profile
correlation into a separate map file whose portion is shown
in the dotted box.

5.2 Instrumentation Overhead
Table 3 compares the (uncompressed) instrumentation size
overhead of IRPGO and MIP. In this measurement, MIP uses
the full instrumentation, described in Section 2, including
the return address samplingwith 2MB buffer size. Overall
MIP’s overhead is only 1/3 of IRPGO’s.

Figure 6 plots the breakdown of the instrumentation size
overhead for Clang. IRPGO injects 8 byte counters for each
control-flow edge, which impacts the high overhead in code
compared to MIP that injects a byte coverage per block.
IRPGO reserves space for runtime data like edge profile coun-
ters or value profile counters while MIP allocates space for
function timestamp, function counter, block coverage, and
return address sampling. The amount of code or runtime
data can be closer depending on what options are chosen
for IRPGO. While IRPGO emits static data like the structural
information for the runtime data, and names, etc. into the
final binary, MIP completely extracts our static map data
into a file at build time, which makes a huge difference in
the instrumentation size overhead.

5.3 PGO Size and Performance
This section compares improvements in compressed and un-
compressed size, and performance for SocialApp, ChatApp
and Clang. The baseline disables all outliners. In the com-
parison, all the outliners are incrementally added in order
– default outliner (LLVM machine outliner [24]), global

Figure 7. SocialApp: Cumulative reduction in compressed
and uncompressed size, and major page faults.

outliner, frame outliner, and custom outliner, described
in Section 3. The PGOs described in Section 4 – hot func-
tion order, optimization goal for ChatApp and Clang,
and cold function order – are then added in order. The
uncompressed size is total binary size including assets. The
compressed size is measured after ZIP [30] compression is
applied. Start-up performance is measured in page faults for
mobile apps. Other performance metrics that are CPU-bound
will be evaluated in ChatApp and Clang.

Figure 7 shows reductions in size and page faults for
SocialApp. The default outliner reduced the uncompressed
size by 4.5% while it actually increased the compressed size
by 1.2%. This happens because factoring the common code
out of the function body might increase unpredictability of
code sequence which negatively impacts the compression
rate. Page faults are a bit regressed by 0.7% because the
outlined functions might span across page boundaries. As
our aggressive outliners are enabled, both size and start-up
performance are improved because of the large code size
reduction. The hot function order noticeably improved the
page faults reduction from 6.9% to 19.1% by compacting start-
up functions into fewer pages. Finally, the cold function
order reduced the compressed size by 1% further without
hurting performance.

Figure 8 shows improvements in size and performance for
ChatApp. Because ChatApp is built with LTO which already
has a global view, the default outliner and the global out-
liner are the same. Similar to SocialApp shown in Figure 7,
the frame outliner and the custom outliner improved the
uncompressed size saving further by 2 − 3% for each. The
hot function order significantly improved the page faults
reduction from 12.8% to 41.9%.

ChatApp tightly interacts with users in real-time, and so
thread navigation latency is a critical performance metric
for user experience. This metric is computationally expen-
sive, and so the hot function order does not address the
regression from aggressive outlining. As shown in Figure 5
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Figure 8. ChatApp: Cumulative reduction in compressed
and uncompressed size, major page faults, and thread navi-
gation latency.

Figure 9. Clang: Cumulative reduction in compressed and
uncompressed size, and execution time.

in Section 4.2, we optimized app performance and size by
varying HotSize cutoff between 2 − 10% and ColdTime cut-
off between 2 − 10%. Empirically, we chose the 5% HotSize
cutoff and the 5% ColdTime cutoff. This optimization goal
completely removed the performance regression in thread
navigation latency from 3.9% down to 0% at the cost of only
a 0.5% uncompressed size regression (from 15.1% to 14.6%).
Lastly, the cold function order reduced the compressed
size further from 1.9% to 3.2%.
Figure 9 shows reduction in the compressed and uncom-

pressed size, and total execution time of Clang. Similar to
SocialApp, Clang is built with ThinLTO, and the global
outliner doubled the uncompressed size reduction from 5.5%
to 11.5%. The frame outliner improved the uncompressed
size saving further by around 3%. However, the custom out-
liner is not effective for Clang written in C/C++ because
the patterns implemented in the custom outliner mainly
target Objective-C or Swift.

Unlike the prior two mobile apps, Clang is computation-
ally intensive. Any aggressive outlining significantly regressed

the total execution time up to around 70%. The hot function
order made a small dent by only 3% in steady-state perfor-
mance because it largely impacted start-up performance.
However, the optimization goal completely reversed the
performance direction from a regression of 67.5% to an im-
provement of 39.2%. In this measurement, we used the same
5% HotSize and 5% ColdTime cutoffs as those of ChatApp.
Once again, the cold function order improved the com-
pressed size from a regression of 3.7% to a regression of
1.8%. Interestingly, outlining generally does not improve the
compressed size in this C/C++ benchmark.

5.4 Trade-Offs

This section first shows the build-time trade-off that our
global outliner made. Then we present the similarity order-
ing’s impact on the compressed size with different compres-
sors. Lastly, we compare our PGO driven from MIP against
LLVM PGO driven IRPGO when optimizing Clang.

Table 4. Global outliner’s impact on uncompressed size sav-
ing and build time slowdown for Clang. The baseline dis-
ables outliners with ThinLTO. The slowdown is calculated
by the ratio of each case to the baseline build time.

Uncompressed Build Time
Size Saving Slowdown

ThinLTO (Default Outliner) 5.5% 1.05X
ThinLTO (Global Outliner) 11.5% 1.41X

LTO (No Outliner) 3.1% 2.58X
LTO (Default/Global Outliner) 12.0% 2.84X

Table 4 compares the uncompressed size saving and the
build time slowdown when enabling the global outliner for
Clang, described in Section 3.1. Enabling the global outliner
with ThinLTO doubles the size saving from 5.5% to 11.5%,
which is close to the default outliner with LTO, 12.0%. The
total compilation time of ThinLTO with the global outliner
was increased from 1.05𝑋 to 1.41𝑋 by repeating code gen-
eration, but it is merely a fraction of the total LTO build
time. For a large app like SociaApp, LTO is not an option
in practice, and the global outliner with ThinLTO is more
impactful to save both build time and code size.

Table 5. Similarity orderer’s impact on compressed size and
compression rate when compressing Clang with different
compressors. The compressor rate is calculated by the ratio
of the uncompressed size to the compressed size.

ZIP LZFSE xz32 xz

Compressed Size Saving 5.9% 4.5% 5.7% 1.0%
Compressor Rate 2.47X 2.45X 3.10X 3.43X
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Table 5 shows the compressed size saving with our simi-
larity ordering, described in Section 4.3, and the compression
multiplier when compressing Clang with different compres-
sors. For this measurement, all functions are ordered based
on similarity to show the upper bound of the compressed
size win. ZIP [30] compression can save up to 5.9% com-
pressed size. LZFSE [11] is the one Apple App Store uses,
showing 4.5% saving with the default setting. xz32 is a vari-
ant of xz [8], which we tested with a set of parameters, -9fk
–lzma2=dict=32k. Comparing xz32 with xz, the compressor
multipliers are higher than those for ZIP or LZFSE, but the
size savings are drastically different, 5.7% and 1.0% respec-
tively. This means the effectiveness of our similarity ordering
doesn’t depend on the compressor multiplier, but instead
on how close similar functions are and the directory size
that compressors can hold. It may be worthwhile to tune the
similarity orderer based on the compressor used.

Table 6. Size reduction in the compressed and uncompressed
size, and speed-up using the default LLVM PGO, our MIP
PGO, Chabbi et al. [3], and -O3 for Clang. The speed-up is
calculated by the ratio of the baseline execution time to each
case.

Compressed Uncompressed Speed-up
Size Saving Size Saving

LLVM PGO (-Oz) -11.8% -7.1% 2.28X
MIP PGO (-Oz) 0.6% 3.7% 2.53X
Chabbi (-Oz) 0.0% 0.7% 0.98X
Baseline (-O3) -22.7% -26.2% 4.52X

Similar to ChatApp, we exhaustively evaluated Clang’s
performance and size by varying HotSize between 2 − 10%
and ColdTime between 2 − 10%. Clang is CPU-bound and
sensitive to the optimization settings described in Section 4.2.
These two cutoffs (HotSize, ColdTime) affected both the per-
formance and the size proportionally in opposite directions.
For instance, if we tune it towards size, like (2%, 10%), the
reductions in the uncompressed size and the total execution
times are 11.8% and 29.2%, respectively. On the other hand,
if we tune it toward speed, like (10%, 2%), the reductions are
8.9% and 45.3%, respectively. Note any of these combinations
produced a large win, but the sizes of the wins were shifted.
Table 6 compares the size reduction and speed-up in the

default LLVM PGO (-fprofile-use [32]) driven from LLVM IR
instrumentation (-fprofile-generate [32]) vs. our PGO driven
from MIP. Naively applying LLVM PGO actually regressed
both compressed and uncompressed size by 11.8% and 7.1%
respectively, although it improved performance by 2.28𝑋 .
Our PGO pipeline using MIP could improve both the com-
pressed and uncompressed size, and improve speed-up by
0.6%, 3.7% and 2.53𝑋 , respectively, when using the 10% Hot-
Size cutoff and 2% ColdTime cutoff found above. In short,

when directly compared to LLVM PGO, our PGO produced
roughly a 10% smaller and 10% faster Clang binary with only
1/3 of the instrumentation overhead compared to IRPGO.
This shows how efficiently our PGO framework can improve
both performance and size for workloads that are constrained
by size.

We also compared MIP PGO against Chabbi et al. [3] and
-O3 in Table 6. Chabbi et al. [3] proposed code size sav-
ing techniques at the machine IR level for commercial iOS
apps, similar to ours. They merged all modules to get the
whole-program view to apply outlining techniques while our
global outliner at ThinLTO scales well for large mobile apps.
Note our baseline is -Oz which already includes the default
machine outliner. We also measured the entire binary size
instead of just code size. The additional size savings from
repeating the outliner pass up to 5 times in the Chabbi’s
work was less than 1% while it regressed speed-up due to
additional call-overhead from outlining without considering
profile data. Expectedly, -O3 greatly improved performance
at the cost of large size regressions.

6 Related Work
Order file instrumentations [26] and function entry instru-
mentations [17] are lightweight instrumentations at the func-
tion level. Phipps et al. [25] proposed an instrumentation
that strips static metadata, similar to MIP. Like the above two
prior works, it is confined to a particular use case, code cov-
erage, while MIP can be used with various modes including
PGO.

Outlining techniques [15, 27–29] reduced code size at the
LLVM IR level, but repeated sequences are exposed heavily
at the machine IR level for iOS apps we target. They oper-
ated with the entire IR to find outlining opportunities, which
does not apply to ThinTLO we use for large apps. Our out-
liners scale well by optimistically outlining the candidates
per module while the linker deduplicates them.

Binary code similarity analysis is an established field [9],
typically done for security and privacy analysis and reverse
engineering, while we employ it in the back-end of the com-
piler to improve compression. Baker et al. [2] and Motta et
al. [20] find similarities to enable efficient representations
of program patches, while we are reducing the compressed
size of a single application.

To the best of our knowledge, no other prior work evalu-
ates how much aggressive outlining will hurt performance
for real-world mobile apps when they must be optimized for
size, and what trade-offs we can make using relevant profile
information. We comprehensively presented an end-to-end
approach consisting of instrumentation, outlining, optimiza-
tion, and even compression for the deployment of real-world
mobile apps.
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7 Conclusion
This paper described our whole PGO framework with two
real-world mobile apps, which were being developed at our
company. We presented a lightweight instrumentation, MIP,
whose overhead is only 1/3 of IRPGO’s.We proposed a global
outliner, a frame outliner, and a custom outliner to improve
upon the LLVM machine outliner. When combined, the un-
compressed size saving was up to 3𝑋 of the machine outliner
(from 4.5% to 13.5%) for SocialApp. Our PGO improved
start-up performance by reducing page faults up to 42%while
maintaining key performance metrics, and lastly squeezed
the compressed binary size further by 1% for ChatApp. Fi-
nally we evaluated the above in the context of a CPU bench-
mark, Clang, which became 10% smaller and 10% faster com-
pared to LLVM PGO with -Oz optimization.
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